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Objection to already decided redistribution of Kennedy and Leichardt:

Australian Electoral Officer,

Mrs Ann Bright

There's no doubt you are resourceful. Whenever an independent MP, especially one who has been a
festering thorn in the side of the 'establishment', ie the two par1:¥ preferred system, is becoming too
effective, you get orders from the oligarchy to clean them up.

It is so simple-redistribute the regional and rural seats to the Labor hordes in suburbia. They should
not even vote unless they are registered taxpayers.

This uninformed mob, generally, who vote only because they face monetary fines, have no idea for
whom or what they cast their vote. They should be like me - DON'T VOTE in an inherently corrupt
system that has been dodgy since at least 1987.

Admit it Mrs Bright, as Bob Longland was forced to, that there are up to 400,000 fictitious names at
real addresses on your AEC roll. It is just as bad with the Queensland Electoral Commission. You
have seen the evidence, so too Longland, but you ignored it. I know because I sent it to you. I also
have some very informative correspondence from Longland that clearly shows your whole show to
be dodgy.

Tom Shepherdson only scratched the surface with the ALP voting rorts inquiry. When are you going
to commit to cleaning up one ofthe world's worst and most corrupted electoral rolls?

It would be so simple to do. The Parliament could appoint various independent polling firms to
doorknock the whole electorate, that means nation wide, and conduct a reliable habitation SUf"(ey,
just as the AEC and the QEC used to do prior to 1987.

Wow we could have an election with an honest result.

I suggest you leave the federal electorates of Kennedy and Leichardt alone, and concentrate on
cleaning up the whole show. Your obvious intentions to get rid of Bob Katter, this time have been
picked up by many more people.

The QEC was ordered to get rid of the Member for Tablelands at the last State election so it effected
a distribution that would do some Asian countries proud in terms of corruption.

You ministrations give cause to more and more informal and non -voting people at future elections.



Your~ ~.z.
'Dirran Hills'

Kenny Rd

Upper Barron 4883.


